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A true story of contact. Countless voices. Calling from every part of creation.“What do you
want?”“We embody a form that is more geared for flight than walking. There are wings.”“I am a
calling member of the race you label Annunaki.”“As a group, you would label us "off planet"."Yet
more plant-like than human-like.” “My body type is relatively humanoid. Yet that is not the point.”“I
am a representative of my species. We are a race from another star cluster inside the galaxy.”“I
come from a race that is older than humanity.”Book trailer here: https://youtu.be/U4uZhl5S6X0

About the AuthorBetween 1950 and 1977 ― merely twenty-seven years ― Samael Aun Weor
wrote over sixty books on the most difficult subjects in the world, such as consciousness,
kabbalah, physics, tantra, meditation, etc., in which he deftly exposed the singular root of all
knowledge. He experienced all the extremes that humanity could give him, from adoration to
death threats, and in spite of the enormous popularity of his books and lectures, he renounced
an income, refused recognitions, walked away from accolades, and turned away those who
would follow him. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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InclusionIn July of 2015, The Guardian had this to say about the conversations included
here:“Different Beings share their experience of Life, of Universe and their Compassion and
Emotions and Love toward Humanity. They overtook my place! :) “This book brings these
“different beings” closer still.I am certain they are happy to meet you!By Sophia
Love©2011-2017 Sophia Love. All Rights
Reserved.ContentsGratitudeIntroductionArchonsMultiple races/beingsOneOne – On
SovereigntyPoserPleiadiansApril 2015AncientsMay 2015AncientsAngelicAnnunaki“Ascension
Assistance”“Chewie”Galactic CouncilHellenat“Military Man”“Smallish”
Beings“Syntpold”WatchersOriginal SoulJune 2015ExplorersAngelic“AVI”Dog-like BeingsEdge of
Star SystemGalactic CouncilEdge of Solar SystemSirianSLOVENTASyntpoldJuly 2015Another
Star SystemAnnunakiEgyptFairyI AMLyranPlant PeopleReptiliansAugust 2015Advocates for
HumanityAncientsBlue AviansHealer“No-Nonsense” Beings“No name”ReptiliansSeptember
2015Hathor’sMerfolkOctober 2015AncientsEwokGiraffe-like beingsMachine-like BeingsMantid
RaceNovember 2015A StarA focus of energyMerfolkOne with hornsOrion BeltVenusDecember
2015AncientsAndromeda GalaxyGreysInner EarthA Later DimensionNo longer in formRock-like
BeingsSirianStick BeingsNotes/Where to find meThe end.GratitudeWith deepest gratitude and
love to my partner DH and to each of my children, Ryan, Jason, Garrett & Dustin; who’ve stood
by with support, ideas, talent, equipment, humor and most importantly and predominantly, love
(as well as a gorgeous video trailer and cover art). You are the lights of my life. Thank
you.SophiaSeptember 20, 2016IntroductionLate in 2013 I began to get woken up each morning
about 3:00 AM. As I lay there I’d think “What do you want?” Then I’d hear “It is I. It is One. There
is something to say.”I’d get up and essentially take dictation for an hour or so. This happened
about twenty times. It became a series of blog posts, as well as video and audio files which
define Sovereignty. They remain, I believe, my most important contribution to this shift in
consciousness and emerging awareness we are participating in. They can be found on my
website, as well as in this book.Other beings began to join the party. This began with a physical
tapping on my leg one night, to wake me up. After that the wake ups occurred nightly. This next
being I called “Poser” as in imposter god. You’ll meet him in this volume. He hung around and
spoke to me until August of 2015. Before his exit, this process of contact became a sort of
superhighway for other forms of life.I eventually created an elaborate list of declarations to
protect me and the information as well to insure truth and benefit. What began as a simple
statement:“No ego; highest and best for all concerned”grew into the list you see below:“Just love.
Direct. Not about me but through me. Complete and absolute truth only. One word (at a time)
only.(For) Ascension. Awareness. Agape. Abundance. Enlightenment. Enrichment. Expansion.
Energy. Happiness. Health. Healing. Sovereignty.So that this heals me not depletes me. For
assistance, only. No artificial intelligence. No voice of god technology. No government
interference. Complete truth regarding your origin and identity. Just love. Pure love.”“No nanites.



No voice of god tech. No AI. No government interference. No outside interference. Complete
truth regarding your origin and identity.”The declarations grew as contact increased in number,
variety and frequency. It was happening day and night and mostly early morning. I began to
insist that it happen at my own initiation so that I could get some sleep. I had taken on an early
AM regular job.What I’ve learned is that creation is filled with life and sentience shows up in a
surprising number of ways.For a while, I’d called this a “soft disclosure”. Yet today, September
20, 2016, I am changing that to “inclusion.”Disclosure is a word that negates our power;
depending on some force or person or organization outside of ourselves. This is inaccurate.
We’re being contacted because of our power; there are hundreds of life forms seeking inclusion.
Allow me to introduce you to some that have stepped forward with something to say…PSIn
August of 2013, I wrote the following blog post. Perhaps this is part of why the conversations
began later that year…“You are human. Gloriously, exuberantly, perfectly human. There is no
better version of you. Let go of your “higher” self. You are multi-faceted. You have lots of parts.
There is one version of you, the one with an expanded view, who has decided to watch you now,
joining this life you are living. Your life. The messy one. The one with you in it.What is going to
emerge at the other end of all of this is another version of us. Call it what you want, time is an
illusion and Oneness is truth. This means that we didn’t “start” anywhere and there are no
“higher” parts of ourselves holding wisdom we don’t yet have. It’s all you, all the time.What we
need are new words. Words to unleash the creativity of a world full of multi-billionaire light
beings. What does a world with no restraints feel like? Can you imagine life without financial,
spiritual, mental or physical limitation? Can you even visualize ten billion dollars? It is a one,
followed by ten zeros. Those zeros, that seem to have all the power, are just a whole lotta
nothing. It is the One in front of them that makes it all happen. That One would be you, the force
of creation, here now to craft a world without limits.The whole point seems to have been to drive
ourselves to the edge of insanity, waiting, wondering and miserable; only to realize no one is
coming. It is done.There are no ascended masters, galactic saviors or “higher” versions of
ourselves on the way to save us. This is our planet and we love her. We are the Masters, the
ones here to shift with her.This was the trip you came for. You have everything you need. No
extra attachments are required to utilize the power here. The power source is you – you’ve just
forgotten how to turn yourself on. You’ve done this before. Today you are here to do it as a
human. You chose and were chosen to do this. You are not alone.We knew before we came that
we’d have to get to this breaking point before we realized the truth:The only answer is us.The
only place to be is here.The only time is now.The only ones to do it knew that they could, and
that when the moment arrived, they would.It is upon us now to find the new. We need words and
tools that never were. That 90% of unused stuff in your brain is getting itchy. Your ability to create
is legion. It’s why you were chosen. Take the crayons out of the box. Work some magic. Start
happening. Imagine eternal vitality, relentless abundance, pervasive peace and wild joy, right
alongside no traffic, great parking spots, good hair days and free concerts. Hold happy. Breathe
music. Whisper trees. The vision you are holding is the life you are molding.We are addicted to



ourselves and there is not a 12-step program. We wouldn’t join one if there were. Humanity is
the hottest game in town. Everyone is watching and wants to join in. We are passionately
unhappy, dramatically ecstatic and violently loving. We create things just to tear them down from
boredom. We run too fast, hide in corners, sing off key and gossip. The human condition is us,
and we love every inch and nuance. We excite ourselves.There is no better version to become.
We are here to harness our innate essence. While every single channel we listen to tells us how
cool we are, we continue to believe we’re supposed to be something else. These voices are
reminders, nothing more or less, and we put them there. This entire life is our creation.We were
never supposed to change. The answer is not outside of ourselves. We planned to fall
desperately in love – with us. We’ve hidden our magnificence in gold, in others and in promises
of more. We’ve blamed our failure on lack, on others and on outside limitation.There’s no place
else to go with this. We’ve reached part 2 – self-emergence. Your emotions are the trigger and
the best part of you; they fuel the human experience and create worlds. Enjoy them and watch
what happens.You love to emote, to feel and to push beyond. The angst of your heart is the
subject of every song, each story and all of your favorite movies. To dream is your birthright.
You’ve grown up inside institutions and ideas that said looking out the window was wrong,
wasteful even. This attempt to systematically erase your core truth has failed. You are bigger
than any method of thought.Embrace your humanity. Your emotions are key to your power. You
only need desire and it is done. Love who you are, see what you want and don’t stop until
amazing happens. Contrast fuels creation. We do that for each other. We supply contrast. We
give each other sparks. We are the Masters and the answer to every prayer. We know what to
do. The reason we haven’t seen it yet or heard it yet is because we haven’t done it yet. We’ve
been waiting. We are the Ones we’ve been waiting for.”Sophia (August 2013)PSSHere is the
order of contact*, given in linear time.December 2013 – OneMay 2014 – PoserJune 2014 –
Pleiadians & some un-named groups of other beingsAugust 2014 – ArchonsApril 2015 – the rest
of creation (this book covers through December 2015)*All names, unless specified within the
dialogue, are my own.~SophiaArchonsAugust 3, 2014“I would like to engage/speak to the
beings feeding on the negative energy-anxiety and suffering of humankind. Not the Poser. They
are known as the archons. Is this possible?”Yes.Right now?Yes, it is. What do you wish Sophia?I
wish to know your intentions with the beings of this planet. What are you looking to get from
them?Sustenance.What exactly is sustenance to you? What do you ingest to keep going?We
feed on energy created through conflict as it is hot and therefore fast moving – exciting. It is this
energy that when sped up enough creates the atom bomb/explosives, which in turn rips people
and planet to shreds, creating pain/heat and energy. This is what we need to continue to
thrive.What is your purpose?We have not distinct purpose such as your Creator does. We do not
create. We are more like leeches. Not that we suck blood, but we attach ourselves to highly
conflictual or painful beings and thrive. This planet is highly desired. There is a rich field of
emotions available and expressed here, which is highly attractive to us.Why do I feel ill?We,
since we “eat” painful/conflictual/anxious/tumultuous energy fields, then give them off. You



vibrate quickly enough now to feel and “house” some of this field. It is not in concert with you or
your purpose, so the upset is like being in rough water – you feel seasick.I do. How many of you
are there?There are legions. We are grouped in territories and even within nationalities/religions/
types of beings.Is it possible to speak so that all of you listen? Do you operate on a hive
mentality?Not “hive” exactly, but with only one state goal we are identical in method and result.
For all their diversity, humans are also the same – one unit.Why don’t you leave us/humanity
alone?Because it’s like a free banquet. It costs us nothing. We feast.It costs us everything.We
do not care about the toll on humanity and exist only to perpetuate the pain so that we may be
satisfied.What is your end goal?We have none. We are what you would call a “low level” being,
not a creator god, an opportunistic class of beings.So, I am more powerful and I inhabit this
planet.Yes.Then I command you to go.That is not so easily done.Why?There is no force that will
stop the attraction. Pain exists everywhere. Even with your primary “god” segment gone, pain
multiplies and exists. It is everywhere.So?So, if there is food, we will be attracted and will come
to feed.Not if you are forbidden.There are some of you who like the pain, who are addicted to it
and sort of revel in it. They, being human, will “un-forbid” it by asking again for it.You are
supposing something you don’t know to be true.I am/we are forecasting.How do you perpetuate
pain in order to continue to be fed?You know. The sickness you feel with our presence causes
you to feel bad and you will act accordingly. It is not so much that we “do” anything. Our
presence creates more food.So, if you leave, there will be no more food for you?For a moment.I
have experienced a place free of you and others like you, and know that it is better for all
involved here. I command the Archons to leave right now.We will see what transpires.We will.I
would like to pose a question.Go ahead.How many other beings/Creator gods are creating/
feeding on/perpetuating conflict on Earth now?There are more than one.How many more than
one?In totality three or seven or twenty-one, depending on which level you are looking to
engage.I am looking to speak to any being involved in creating conflict or pain on the planet for
their own benefit.Okay. You have our attention.You need to leave. Humanity has chosen to work
out the specifics themselves. They do not request or require your manipulation or presence.You
speak for humanity?No, humanity speaks for humanity, and we did so years ago, I am re-stating
the choice made by mankind and directing it at you, now.Mankind will fall. There will be
chaos.Mankind must figure out what life without manipulation feels like. It cannot do that with
controllers at any level.Sophia, it may we wiser for a gradual departure.How gradual and at
whose expense? How many lives?That is uncertain. But the beings in charge, the human
beings in charge, should play a part in the departure of control, so order is maintained
throughout.Are you willing then to see to it that they “fess up” and leave some structure before
their exit?There can be no guarantees. It all takes time. Yet we can encourage, advise,
suggest…Multiple races/beingsJune 30, 2014Was I woken up at 4 something this morning?
Yes.Why and by whom?Because you desire answers and we desire communication.Who is
“we”?We are a conglomerate of beings. You may choose who you focus on and declare it here.
You are a vessel for contact and a distributor of information.Okay. How do I choose if I don’t



know the players?The players are many.Who is this “many”?The one you call Poser, others also
part of the “divine” race of creator beings you deem as controllers, the One, the Pleiadians,
Races of off-world beings you do not have names for, we are many. It would seem that your best
bet is to focus on questions you want answered.I am seeking magic. The ability to create in this
3D world all that I desire instantly, as well as the navigational tools to move between layers of
being or dimensions.If you focus only on life as you see depicted in your daily activities, it is only
that world that you will conjure. Your eyesight must withdraw from form as you know it, and tap
deeply into other arenas. These are places you have denied as real, perhaps disregarded them
as dreams, yet all that you are capable of perceiving – is life.You are life, drawn from the
blueprint of Source itself. How then could it be that anything you imagine is not life as well?The
fabric of existence is woven from luminescent fibers of what can loosely be labeled “thoughts”.
These ideas, or thoughts, spring from Source and are thus imbued with the very essence of
creation, aka eternal essence. All of life is an extension of life – how far backward or foreword it
reaches is irrelevant. The notion of before/after or first/last or older/newer is a nonsensical one.It
is akin to questioning the numeric value of love; an impossible quest.Life is. You are. Expansion
becomes the not completely satisfying way to express why we are here and how it all works.If
there is a reason for “the experiment” as it’s been called, and this ongoing emergence and
awareness – it may be found perhaps in the word “stimulation”. Contrast provides unending
opportunities to inspire creation.We are in many ways overwhelmed with stimulation here. When
beings come in, via channeling, they at first remark on how “wet” the body is, how distracting and
crowded we are and how LOUD everything is. These attributes exist regardless of sex, location
or heritage – which provide a host of additional layers to these human suits.Life is glorious,
exciting, hideous and solitary. It is accomplished in unison, as ONE; while every breath is taken
alone. As we develop the capacity to embody truth, we express eternity with every
decision.Choose who you are and the expression of your intent will be the only person looking
back at you from the mirror. Make the choice regardless of health or wealth or imagined
happiness. That choice is truly all that you have.With every breath it is the choosing that
emanates. We see not your illness or your struggle but you in each interaction. It is our deepest
wish that you too recognize the magnificence of your truth.For all of our differences, we become
ONE in purpose. We are here to express and expand the condition known as life. All of our
challenges yield growth; further our knowledge and lay groundwork for creation. All of this,
fueled by Source, the spark of love that makes it all possible.Why have this conversation? To
introduce an idea that all of our moments hold equal importance and relevance. There is no
such thing as before or after.You are already enlightened, healed, expanded, ascended and
multi-dimensional. This ride was so good that you are right now focused on it again; like re-living
a spectacular afternoon. There is no other more powerful or perfect for this moment than
you.July 15, 2014So, is there a topic of choice?There is. You will have to copy a single word at a
time, all as it comes.I can do that.This life, this dreamer’s reality is ripe with fiction. What is seen,
felt, or even lived is staged periodically to keep it seemingly beyond your control. What this



means is the theatrics played out on a government or world stage are often done so specifically
to alter your focus. The most effective means of control is not chains but ideas. If you believe all
is hopeless and/or you are powerless, then for all practical purposes, you are.The world’s a
stage and you, perhaps unknowingly, have been largely in the audience. Seemingly moved from
drama to drama, fortune to loss, love to isolation, sickness to health, all at the whim of the actors
upon it.There are few places, save nature, you can go today without the bombardment of
information, supposedly “helpful”, telling you what you should be worried about, paying for, or
guarding against. This is not helpful, but intentional and purposeful. The intent is to create fear
and the purpose is profit.Imagine instead, places where the only think coming from the radio
was music, the only billboards were art and the news was all positive.July 23, 2014This is
included here because it began with more than one being. It was a group and it started with a
single voice and somehow then became more than one voice. I never published this, as it was
so very specific regarding the banks and for that reason I did not fully trust it as valid information.
My conversations did not typically go there. I include it here, primarily for the description of time it
also offers.“Is there anyone who wants to talk through me?”Yes.Who?It is I, Poser, One, the
Pleiadians… We are all here. It has been a very long time and we all have much to discuss. You
pick.I pick One.There is an acceleration of anxiety worldwide and very little hope. The
movement on Wall Street brought hope for change. That hope vanished from the populace. It is
due to the nature of time and how it feels in such a dense vibratory field that operates within a
slavery mindset.Time seems to crawl in such a state. In fact, time is illusory. It moves quickly
when there is pleasure. It seems to slow down at times of frustration and agitation. Now is such
a time.The thing about now is that it is consistently re-defined. It is never the same now. Only by
your own re-definition does it feel the same.It can change in an instant and at your command.
Only by your re-focus of intention. This you know.Now feels only as oppressive and negative as
your conversations around it. It is through voice and emotions that life is created; your life.The
slavery mindset, the continual complaints about the hopelessness, only perpetuates the
hopelessness. This is by design. You are creatures of habit and this is known by those who
came before you. Once self-defined, it would take an act of god to alter your choice.Yes, well,
most of us are waiting for an act of god. Will there be one?Yes, there will. The timing of such an
act very much depends on the populace as well as the oppressors. They too are tired.Who are
you? This does not feel like One.This is a combination of all of you. Every part you have ever
been or will ever be, or hope to be.I don’t understand. Is there not one being I am speaking to?
No. The concept of one being is not what this is about. It is about truth and information that
could be helpful.Will there be relief, financial relief, for America and the world? If so, when? If
not, why not?There is a plan for aid, a shift and definite sense of relief for all of those who
imagine themselves oppressed.When is this plan to be enacted?It will be initiated by the forces
of One and at the command of One. You are at the helm of things…Tell me more then. We
operate on time here.Yes, well, time is not completely at the command of any one being. It is
consensus that moves things forward and along. The wishes of the many take precedence and



in fact determine the timing of events. All events co-produced are unable to be predicted. THIS
MEANS WORLDWIDE ACTIONS ARE NEVER AN ABSOLUTE CALENDAR DATE. WE
CANNOT SAY.But, about when?People are dying of depression and despair.The IMF has plans
around this month and many, many factions are set to go off in a very short window of “time”.
This final destructive push will, it looks like, push One to initiate the final shut down by the forces
of One.Is there something I should do by way of advice?Yes. Tell people to prepare as if there is
no access to banks and financial institutions.Will money work?For some time, it will. Then there
will be trading and money or some form for exchange will emerge.July 24th, 2014This
conversation continued, sort of. There are a few choice pieces of conversation that are worth
sharing, it was again, with this group that had no single name.“Is there someone who wants to
contact me?”“I am here.”Okay. We have some things to say to continue and then veer off the
direction of the conversation that has begun.Please write every word as it comes. You are a
conduit for truth. As such, it becomes practice for you to listen and report. Every transmission or
contact need not be published. Yet every contact adds to the wealth of information you have at
your disposal…What do you want to say?That the world is about to be altered on a grand scale.
The anticipation and agitation in everyone’s heart is building and building. You’ve seen how the
“other half” lives. It is true. There is a veil of insulation/money between them and what you are
feeling, but that will be dropped when markets crash.And the point here is?(At this point my pen
ran out of ink! I had to find a pen, restate my intentions, and begin again.)Can we continue?You
are scattered. In the case of establishing and then maintaining clear contact, clarity of mind is
necessary. Be still. It depends on your stillness.Okay.Listen. Each sound can take you
someplace new. Each focus can as well. This life is a choice, always, a choice. What choices
you’ve made thus far exist today. What choices you are making right now will be what you see
manifesting next. There is always choice and yours will determine how much time you spend in
any endeavor. Your power is evident in everything you do.Take a moment to listen.(I was
outside.)Okay, no birds.Okay. What does that indicate?That there is something else, a
disturbance.Yes. There is something else around now. Your parakeet does not feel it as readily.
Hear the young one scream?(There was a baby, in the house next door, crying loudly at this
point.)Yes.The shifts are felt and expressed in many ways and children respond more
immediately than most adults with sounds. Adults put logic into their response, which slows it
down and screws it up.There is no logic to the overwhelming field that is all of life. Your brain
adds the explanations as a function of this dream.Understand that it is all at your command, and
that none of what you are witnessing is “real”. All is possible.This conversation ended and I
don’t remember why or what happened.August 3, 2014Here’s another brief conversation with
several energy signatures. It concerns the authenticity of voice in what I and many others do. “Is
there a good connection now?”There is.Yesterday, I questioned and then doubted my
connection with Poser alone.Yes, well, this is many of us, not just Poser. We are here to
assist.Who is the many?It is One, your higher self, and others who know you and are interested
in your development; also, interested in assisting the progress here on earth.I have a question



about the purity of connection when I speak to one of you, specifically Poser.There is and always
will be bleed through of your consciousness, as you are present. This cannot be helped.Then
how much is me? Percentage wise?50% is you on an okay day. On a great day or time, as much
as 80-90% is the intended channel. 100% is not possible.Is it useful at all then?It is useful in that
it brings out more truth than you normally have access to. Yes, it is tinged with ego, yet even that
now is diminishing and more readily seen for what it is. So, it is worthwhile as long as it
continues.There is nothing 100% perfect about channeling. Even a deep trance channel has a
focus. It is unavoidable once the human is engaged.Okay.October 20, 2014Hello.Hello.I would
like to speak to whoever it was that took me last night/this morning.Very well.Who are you?We
are from another place. Not a place you’d call “galaxy” or “planet” or “world”. But another space/
time continuum. You have not been with us ever.You took me physically?Yes. You were asleep at
first. You were conscious for our conversation. It took most of your normal sleep time period for
us to interact.Can you give a name for either yourselves or the place where you are from?We
cannot. Not yet. As the words “come” to your conscious/waking state, it will be time, the right
time, for you to remember them.Did I agree to this?You asked for this, by intent. Your actions on
your site validate the asking. It was and is time to begin the conversation. We have to get to know
each other.Why?If you are to interact with both species, then you’ll need to know both.You are
not my family – Pleiadian?We are not.Are you humanoid?We are not precisely like you, that
poses the greatest challenge.You will experience an instinctual fear response when you see us
in the flesh. We wish to avoid that.Then send me some images of what you look like, so that I
know them, know where they are. Something to prepare me.There are some referenced in
some obscure sites that you may not have ever seen. Try looking for ROBOT LIKE ALIENS,
GIANT ALIENS, MAN ALIENS, BOXY ALIENS, SQUARE ALIENS. Those sorts of words may
guide you/lead you there. We are not insectoid, but are huge. Huge in human terms.Are you
Annunaki?We are an ancient race and we are here to reunite with the civilized beings created on
earth at the beginning. We were then, and are now, in favor of the experiment. All are interested
in what mankind has become and do not care to embroil ourselves in the experiment. We want
to engage with the Enlightened Masters who are aware of their power and able to use it and
engage with us without fear.And…how did it go?It went well. We will speak again.So that I’ll
remember?We’ll see. Look up pictures/photos/images and see how you feel. We adjust our
actions accordingly.Do you wish to engage with more than I?Eventually, we wish to welcome the
species to a new way to exist. So yes, we do.Thank you.Thank you. We will speak again soon.
(Later that same day, October 20, 2014)Hello. I’d like to speak again to the Being I connected
with before.Very well. I am here.I looked at many photos and sites. The pictures I “recognize” are
early Egyptian, sort of Quetzalcoatl type beings. There was one drawing with four heads that I
couldn’t stop looking at. But mostly large, square shouldered Giants. Would you comment
please?You have seen images that resemble the form we’ve taken on, yes. Being reliefs and
drawings on cave walls, none are exact.So, what now is the plan? I am psychically
overwhelmed. Being “taken” and not sleeping has wiped me out emotionally and physically.The



plan is to continue to explore if contact and exposure through you is useful and/or helpful for the
benefit of mankind. We agree that it may be, yet there has been no plan formulated. This is new
territory for us and you have just now realized the potential of this. It will alter your life. It will
potentially alter everyone’s.Yes, well, it has become my wish to speed up the end of this
experiment, to expose the cabal in no uncertain terms. If I am “protected”, there must be a
reason for it.(Note – I have been told by GE/The Guardian and others that I and my loved ones
are protected. – Sophia)There is, yes. You know us from Man’s beginning and now wish to
correct things that were allowed, to help.Will a threat be made?Not precisely, no. The Ebola
crisis has begun and must be stopped. This is not our area but it is the area of other
Forces.What could happen as a result of exposure to contact with us is that fear will speed up
their exit – fear of reprisal. There are some who know the many races and who is watching who.
They may act sooner with awareness of us.My whole body is in shock I think. I will need time to
absorb it before participating actively and fully consciously.Yes, we are aware. Time will be
given.Perhaps next time meet me during the day so I don’t lose sleep in this way. It feels
somewhat debilitating.We will do what we can to accommodate your life for the most
success.Thanks. Talk to you then.Yes. Until then.This conversation took place late in the evening
of June 8th, 2015Is there someone specific wanting to engage?There is.You are keeping me
awake.We feel a certain urgency to our information. There are many wanting an audience. It is
our option to reach you now, when there is not so much static.I do not know what you mean.You
are open – we are ready – it is a good moment for a connection.Okay. I would like an
introduction. I would also like an immediate “getting to the point”.It is so very late for me now and
I am not sure how long I will last.Yes, we feel a draining. We are not here to cause you
discomfort but to supply facts, certain ones that may enlighten you further.We are not a race that
frequents earth by way of visitation or even lights in your skies. Our interest is in the stories of
old that circulate and they seem to form the basis of your “history”. This, we find to be a
fascination into the insight of your predecessors, creators and ancestors – rather than the truth it
has been labeled.How do you know our history if you’ve never been here?There is a galactic
truth/story if you will that Earth is a part of.The misconceptions and falsehoods told and repeated
over your concept of time was part of the veil of secrecy man agreed to step behind.Not being
human, we have never agreed to step willingly into delusion. All truth is available in the Akash;
this is accessible to anyone interested in discovery.What we’d like to say to you is that your origin
somehow incorporates a bit of all the lies/folklore/stories you’ve been told – yet there is (are)
huge gaps and holes in knowledge.Mankind takes the clues he finds left behind such as huge
buildings and monoliths and imagines why – having no factual basis on which to stand his
theories.There were giants on your earth by your standards. There were times of great
advancements in structural buildings. These were not made with any tool you have today.The
years of the creation of these stone buildings go so far beyond what man has guessed as to
make it unbelievable.As man uses time in forward motion only – the truth of time confuses the
issue for any of his ability to “date” artifacts and buildings.It all has happened. Time revolves as



a record and what some of the discoveries are is more man’s “future” than “past”.Mankind has
already decided where he is going and what will be available to him when he gets there.Mankind
has succeeded in securing a stronghold of power on Earth that will/does/is containing every
dream and all imaginings for past – present – future lives.The remarkable thing is that by
remaining behind the veil you’ve “pulled the wool” over only your own eyes. Everyone else in the
cosmos has access to your story and so the ending is no surprise to us.We are enjoying so
much your pretense of not knowing that there are many who show up again and again to remind
you. Humans by design have limited attention spans.I think I have to sleep now. (LOL, reading
this now, well, what more proof of our limited spans of attention is needed?? It was approaching
midnight and I arise at 5AM each day…)Yes, I feel your fatigue. Just know that as your story
plays out for the rest of us – it makes it possible for it to be told to you before you see it for
yourselves. This does not make the tellers more powerful than you – only not restricted by the
curtain.Yes, I must go.OneMarch 18, 2014 4:26 AMThis journey is meant to be taken alone.
Not physically isolated yet individually experienced and understood.I am having trouble… One
word only please.It is a privilege to incarnate in any case. Each child born sees life from a
unique perspective.There is no point or advantage to forcing a specific viewpoint onto a child.
Training may accomplish desired rhetoric – but each individual possesses an internal code. You
are driven to follow this code by an internal force that is only felt with time and permission. You
must feel it’s okay to follow that drive, even when opposed by strong pressure from society and
your peers.The emergence of the individual is one of the things those in charge of the planet
today aimed to stifle. This was done from numerous points of contact. There are many
possibilities available to dull or prohibit full expression.There are food addictions that once
created can be near impossible to ignore. The desire to ingest things like sugar, caffeine and
alcohol is promoted in common culture and advertising, which is all driven by a corporate and
not a personal agenda. The point is amount sold rather than benefit received.There have always
been stimulants and sweet things to eat, yet the huge profit in the production and sale of
artificially created treats and drinks that alter the mind is what drives the industry. This, over
usefulness or benefit to the people doing the ingesting and buying.If this sounds backwards it’s
because it is not natural. A “corporate agenda” is not a necessary component in society. It is one
of the things that, unseen, has driven western culture to the brink of collapse with all of you riding
along, unaware. An unseen objective is at work.You’ve grown accustomed to cravings and an
idea of “needing” specific foods. This is partly because humans possess an addictive
personality. While alive, we all experience a sense of addiction. It starts out as being addicted to
comfort and as we grow, our desires become more specific.There is nothing wrong with desire.
It is what sparks and fuels creation. The impact turns however when the desire is blind and
numbed and serves no purpose beyond its own satisfaction.We are designed for variety, in both
what our bodies take in and what they do. Repetitive, sedentary activity that does not alter the
way it stimulates the senses or spark additional action is pointless and eventually destructive.As
you think about the foods, drinks and activities you repeat on a daily basis, consider their



ultimate benefit. The life you’ve been given is meant to be enjoyed and to that end, variety is
necessary.The variety of choices is what advertising has aimed at. To sell a product is the
motivating factor behind its creation. This, rather than benefit. It is counter-intuitive from a
broader perspective, to push things on the populace that harm, rather than help, their health.
That is, unless your agenda is destructive rather than creative.A society of sovereign beings will
have its members clear about each action they take and its intended outcome. What benefits the
whole, becomes the primary focus. It is understood that all are one and each effort has a wider
effect than can be immediately seen.When something is not good for you, on any level, there is
an internal sense of that truth. Now that sense can be dulled with over-stimulation, but it will not
disappear. To an awake population, advertising has little effect. A people aware want truth, not
glitz.Random products that promise happiness or success do not actually exist. What creates
both, is you.March 22, 2014This moment feels as if you are readying yourselves for evolution.
What is happening to the species is a natural process. The fact that many of you will see it
happen – that is, remember a time “before” and be living in a time “after”, is different. This is what
you came for. To experience the shift.There has already been a shift. This is true and for many of
you, life is vastly different than it was in just a year’s time. You are realizing the fact of your
slavery.Awareness is key. The change you are participating in includes an element of internal
awareness.April 10, 2014You are in the midst of a cycle. This cycle is one you didn’t plan on, yet
there it is.It is one you cannot escape from. Your body has determined itself to age. This is part
your exposure to certain media, social programming, and also biochemistry. If not fed and
treated in a way that promotes health, the opposite occurs.As you’ve decided to fight and
reverse this process, you are sort of at odds with it. The key to an easier way of it is to gradually
and in concert, that is, not fight your body but gently encourage it to respond as you wish. This
will happen. What is necessary is patience.In a day to day action plan this includes loving
yourself and thinking youthfully, rather than as if you are headed in the other direction.
Remember you’ll arrive at whatever destination you are thinking about so plan
accordingly.Intend youth. Yet not forcefully or aggressively; gently and peacefully. Love yourself,
in this as in any endeavor. You will find results then, and you will be pleasantly surprised.Okay.
Thank you.May 7, 2014 – OneOkay. I am here. Is this One?It is. Write carefully and allow. This
is going to come in gradually to be sure you get it all.Okay.The thing about being human is that
so much of your everyday is filled to overflowing with programs. There are no places you can go
to escape this save nature. To be alone in nature is your best bet, your sanctuary if you will, that
provides a possible respite from outside information and opinion. It is the place most likely for
truth to emerge.Truth is one thing that must awaken from within and be self-discovered. It can be
led to through the words of others; but can only be self-realized.I feel like we are dancing and I
am having trouble staying awake.(It was 3:43 AM)Then sleep for a bit.A bit later that morning…
Can we try this now?We can. Listen and see how it goes.Is this One?Yes. It is not god as you’ve
been calling the being you’ve been speaking to lately.Okay.This conversation is a continuation of
others we’ve held.Okay.You will need to follow – one word at a time.Okay.The purpose of life is



individually determined yet collectively accomplished. There is not a right or correct path versus
a wrong or incorrect path to take. There is one central idea. It underscores every other and
becomes the unifying force. This idea supposes that information begets growth which in turn
results in more life. We are here not to learn, is if students or children, but to collect information.
This information advances our collective knowledge and leads ultimately to expansion,
diversification and growth. We are more accurately called scientists than students, in that the
knowledge gained benefits our individual study / (ourselves). There is no way to fail – all
information yields a benefit.As we are connected, all information provides ultimately for all
beings. It is available to us as we become aware of it as a field of accessible data. The
difference between identifying yourself as a student versus a scientist may not sound very great.
Both are there to gather information. Yet one expects to be given it from someone “above” them,
while the other sets out to discover it him or herself. Truth can only be self-realized.This earth life
has come now to a moment where many of us have accessed truth. It has come about not
through any particular mantra, method or repetition of words. It has emerged from within and
been recognized.That being said, it is self-actualized and as diverse and difficult to define as life
itself. We are not learning the truth that has been kept from us, as much as becoming the
fullness of creation. Expansion, growth and information have taken us collectively there.The
point here is to say that choice trumps all and the method currently utilized that is this life/your
life is and has always been chosen by you. If you find the choice not to your liking – choose
again. Anger is a symptom of dependence and assumes subservience. We are creators and
self-defined, dependent and subservient to no one.As more truths emerge we will be faced with
decisions about their expression. Unity demands an equal playing field. The language we use
either reinforces separation or invites oneness. These are interesting times. To navigate through
them you won’t need someone else’s map – but rather intentional self-direction. Once allowed
to emerge, it will. Yet you’ll have to recognize and encourage it for this to occur. This can only
happen with an open heart.It is here where we are One. Love, the unifying force coursing
through life, supplies us with intelligent direction. Give yourself a moment today and listen. May
8, 2014 – OneOkay. I am here. (It was 3:43 AM)Yes. Just listen.Is this One?Yes.Okay.It is as if
there was a puppeteer overseeing the movements you make, the feelings you express and the
words you use to express them; a sort of repetitious master with limited creativity and variety.
This would be your ego self. It exists as a byproduct of the day to day situations of your life –
reacting and coming to conclusions as it has since you were very young. The sum of those
conclusions, reactions and opinions has become your personality – your ego self.This is not
exactly the same self you portrayed when you were 2, but he or she is not far off. The ego
personality operates within a limited range. It is predictable and easily manipulated once you
have located the buttons to push. This is the you whose been controlled by the media and other
systems of control. It is your identity in the world.This personality can submit itself to any
number of “changes” with the adoption of new behaviors and ideas – yet the permanence of
them rarely occurs. This is because in truth this personality you are attempting to alter has only



one focus – self-preservation. It views anything other than its original blueprint a threat and will
fight to return there. The fact that the blueprint was drawn by a child does not matter. This is a
program of survival. That’s what matters.If you are looking for real change and an alteration in
how you occur, what is needed is recognition of your core – the “you” beneath and within your
personality. He or she could appear so different than “personality you” as to look and feel like a
foreigner. This being is familiar yet unclear on how to operate on a day to day basis in
relationships that were formed not with it, but with the ego personality.As most of us are in some
version of long term relationships, whether with family or friends, this emergence of a different
you is tricky to navigate. You may very well act and feel vastly different than your ego self.
Others with whom you’ve engaged for many years will expect a certain familiar response and be
taken off guard.Although unintentional, you may find relationships that were based on feeding
your ego self, are no longer satisfying, interesting or fun. This can be a real issue for those of us
with families whom we love.What to do is as everything else, a personal choice. Once you
realize a core self that is uninterested in the stroking and co-dependence of your ego self, you
may be surprised to discover that “love for everyone” does not immediately translate into “like
and/or want to be with everyone”. Life partners are chosen for many reasons. There is attraction
– not just on a physical basis, but also on a sort of even exchange – what you offer and do for
each other. The part of you who made the “deal” so to speak, was your ego self and if he or she
is no longer running things, relationships can feel somewhere in the range of “uncomfortable” to
“just not working”.It will take a decision and an awareness about what is happening to alter what
may be an awkward or even unhappy relationship. These things will not be done from your ego
self, but from your core.Relationships exist for joy, love, fun as well as growth and mutual
benefit. On any level, it will be your assessment of these attributes that decides whether or not
to participate in them. All things on this plane will end somehow. It does not mean they are
wrong or over, but have lasted for as long as they served their purpose. What you decide about
them from your core self will be based on a different set of parameters than what your ego self-
decided.None of this is simple or straightforward, yet as you consistently reach for your core
self, aka your heart, and listen – the way to proceed will be clear. Proceed always with love. May
15th, 2014So, can we talk?To whom do you wish?To One.Absolutely. It is felt, is it not?Yes.Can
you tell me what being/energy woke me up?It was a version of you – in concert with the being
you refer to as “Poser”. It was an agreement. You will need to create a workable space for the
conversation so that you can fulfill your intention and receive information that propels forward to
completion your understanding of sovereign being. It is not complete as it stands right now, but
partial. You do not embody sovereignty but play at it with words. As long as there is fear present
as a gut reaction to an illusory form OF ANY KIND – animate or inanimate, you are not
sovereign. Sovereignty is not a condition only present when what you have done is “won over”
some “criminal” act. It is present 24/7.In order to understand what it is to be sovereign, you
would do well to look at the words spoken by the being you are engaging with.Is this the Poser?
One facet, yes.How many facets exist?As many as it deems necessary.Why does it wish to



speak to me?This was by prior arrangement and is not all – your deepest wish is to demonstrate
mastery, mastery of the physical form. That, in turn, will propel you to sovereignty. Sovereignty
is not merely a declaration of independence. It is a being, true to only one form of the one that is
embodied and focused on now. This truth can be understood many ways.The being, “god”, to
whom you are speaking, understands your desire, as it is a being as well and part of all of
creation. It is engaging at your command.Understand that what it offers you is information which
can only lead to expansion and eventually enlightenment. This being is enlightened, fully
cognizant of its addiction and the very human energy written of in the Bible. You can feel its
power yet as you put it, not so much “more” powerful than you but “more aware”.This full
consciousness demands constant attention and tenacity and 100% of your ability, awareness
and attention and focus. Seeing that merely as more “work”.This was intentional. The
enslavement was primarily always interested in your minds rather than your bodies. If they (your
minds) become exhausted on fruitless enterprises, you are easier to control.Things like
entertaining gadgets appeal to young ones who are like sponges and then grow up to become
addicted to everything a machine is saying to and about them. This, RATHER THAN thinking,
creating, making a more productive and engaging and powerful existence for the life they are
surrounded by every minute.The future of these children is in jeopardy if you will, because they
will miss so many opportunities to create while they are worrying about what is popular.These
are things you are not here to alter, yet awareness of the manipulation is necessary for a
complete picture of life.How do I grab the tool to change my body – to create in real time?In
order to instantly alter the physical world, you must have no remnant of an idea that this is
something that is hard.Look at it as you do any skill you are attempting to master – like the
software to create videos. There was and still is a lot of trial and error as you explore it and your
videos get not only better but easier to do.That took attention and practice. This is what mastery
of anything takes.The steps you utilized wereNecessity –Focus –Exploration –Trial –Error –
Practice –Exploration –Practice –Practice –ExplorationAnd mostlyRepetition.Each time you
leave a project and then return, you must remember the steps. Sometimes ask someone else or
explore a bit more with newly opened eyes.Okay. Thank you.You are welcome. Anytime,
Sophia.May 19th, 2014(I was woken up) “What is it? One word at a time, please.”Unless you
have control of all of the facets of creation at your disposal, you will not recognize your own hand
when things show up. What is meant by the term “control” is clarity and awareness. The
possibility and probability of manifestation exists at a much greater percentage than you give it
credit for. This is so that you can remain asleep and unaware of the power – in words, in
situations, in sound and even in the places you gather. All of it changes the emotional level held
and therefore what is created.Consciousness is more than a full-time job, it is a state of being.
Once you have gotten there, what happens in your life can be more easily tracked and
understood; not with blame or fault, but awareness so that choices made are either desired, or
(else) changed if they are not.All this is to say not that your life is your fault, rather your life is you.
It is not partially you, it is a conglomeration of the result of your creative power – power which is



and always has been affected by all you take in – your surroundings, environment and
community.If you take just one aspect of your life, specifically one in which you’ve divorced
responsibility from, and really look at it – it becomes obvious how it occurs.The thoughts you
hold, beliefs you have, words you repeat silently or aloud, conversations you partake in, music
and programs you listen to – all of these are creative. You are a sponge, but more than that. Not
an inert absorber of information, but a sentient being; all that is taken in becomes then a part of
what turns into your life.Practice and repetition are necessary for mastery of anything at all.
Mastery is not something magically bestowed on a deserving few, but the end result of focus
and determination and intent.There are possibilities for exploration of your reality that exist right
now for you, that may sound more mystical than practical. Yet the movement between
dimensions, possibilities and lifetimes is accomplished regularly while “asleep”.(I fell asleep
here, and picked it up a bit later that morning…)Hello. Can I speak to One?Yes. Although the
communication is less diluted at the early morning hour.Okay. I’d like to finish… and I’d like to
ask some questions, other questions, now. Does that work?We can try. Go ahead with your
questions.What is my portal to another dimension?It is as if you enter when you write. The
visions, some of them remembered, most not, that come to you are emitted from another
place.How can I go there and remember and return at will?You can go to whichever destination
you are certain exists and so far, the “other dimension” mostly seems fictional to you as an
actual place.With you it’s about the power you feel and the access to dimensions beyond 3D
come when you demand they do. The reason you demand they do is because you are sure they
exist, although you can’t recall “seeing” them. The reason there’s been no recall up until now is
that there’s been no need for recall up until now.What is it you wish?To know myself as a multi-
dimensional being – to experience myself as one in real “time” here, knowing myself to be more
than one place.This is what the god of this world has achieved and you are in conversation with
that being – are you not?Yes.Why not ask?There is a level of trust that is not present with this
being – a level of uncertainty around his/its reasons for cooperating.Understand that once you
summon the god of your world it must answer. It must oblige your demands. As you demand
complete absolute truth – it obliges you in each answer. That said, it is brilliant and will give the
version of truth that yields for it the best picture.Okay, I know that.Well then, there is no reason
why you can’t glean from it facts about how it travels between layers of life – what you refer to as
dimensions.How far reaching are the capabilities of this god? If I am in 3D, can it go beyond 4D?
It goes as far as 7D in your understanding – no greater/further. Have you considered a scenario
where you go further than it is capable of? The power you embody surpasses its own and you
would do well to remember this in your dealings with it/this being. It can do what it can in this
reality as long as most beings here relegate it to “almighty god”.Once power is self-realized
there is no reason to fear or obey another being.I know.This being knows you know, that is why it
talks to you. If it can be represented by you as a congenial and even helpful presence, there will
not be any negativity directed at it.What purpose has and does it serve?It has become the
standard for ultimate control and encouraged its own kingdom. Its demonstrable force has



terrified man and brought him to his knees.Why is that helpful?You will see. When he (man) gets
up – the collective embodied godhood will change the course of all life.Will this occur in my
current lifetime?It is planned to, yes. You have come here to accelerate wisdom and this
collective remembering. Both you and your partner came back for this.May 21st, 2014Is this
One?Yes.You woke me?Yes.Okay.As you move through your days you will happen into moments
that seem to occur for no reason you yourself intended. These unplanned times, these
“surprises” may in fact be opportunities for you to change course – to alter the direction of your
current life.Pay attention to what you do when they occur. If you do nothing different at all – you
may have missed an opportunity for novelty. It could be that the thing you are looking to create is
at the end of this new, unexpected path.Although we don’t like to consider this idea around how
life works – there are such things as random events. If we ignore the new idea or “out of
nowhere” thing that shows up, every time doggedly repeating activity and (the) same actions,
our life will not change.Intuition comes to us consistently as that small voice within, reminding us
of where we said we wanted to go.This is not to say that every idea needs to be fully explored
and run down, but, well, almost. A child or adult who’s been labelled ADD has a super sensitivity
to impulse, which in many cases is intuition. It is also a hyper awareness to all of life and every
sensation that occurs. Managing these and focusing is desired when attempting to learn and
master a skill. Inhibiting this hyper sensitivity with pharmaceuticals would seem (to be) a
process that serves more the task than the child or adult; a high price to pay.Our intuition &
awareness is our GPS – to cut that off or to dull it or ignore it will lead us nowhere we intend to
go.There is a point where you must decide whose guidance system is paramount – yours or
someone with “power over” you, whether through age or position in life. Following self-direction
is the only way to fulfillment.May 23rd, 2014Is this One?Yes.Tell me more about the quote (from
this video here: )“Patiently refuses to observe these casualties” and how it applies in my own life
and understanding of creation?The process of creation incorporates you into the surrounding
field. It is interesting in 3D how you are drawn to areas in which you find the ground most fertile.
These areas are specific to you and you alone.What determines the correct balance of
conditions will depend on your level of awareness, degree of control and current plan.
Sometimes, just for excitement, you enjoy surprising yourself. Other times your creative
endeavors follow a specific path. You set a goal and expect results. The specificity of your plan
has everything to do with the way it is achieved.In my case? I have intended to “get” the
specifics for days now and feel only slightly closer than I did before.Here’s the thing. You are
choosing, intending, desiring and thinking about almost nothing but a body with no issues. It is
in your mind 24/7 and almost nothing else is. In order for a new plan or blueprint to insert itself in
your psyche you need first the knowing it is who you are.Recently it is as if you’ve re-defined
yourself. It doesn’t matter why you’ve done that, but (that) you have. What has to happen is a
new definition of you – all of the attributes you desire will have to be absorbed into your
conscious picture of you, as well as, and more importantly, into your subconscious picture of
yourself.As often as possible, think those thoughts. What is seen as you and believed as you will



always be 1st how you see yourself.As the field becomes permanent, things are not altered so
much as created anew.Look often at (what you love, what you desire). Do what create in you
those images, always.Realize that creation never stops. Never. It is constant. As are you.Okay,
how do I “patiently refuse to observe” my own body?You become so hyper aware of her (the
version you desire) – (that) she radiates into every moment and conversation. All you know is
the attributes she holds. Nothing else is real.You created her.Don’t stop.Become her.She is real.
Not in some other lifetime as a memory, but now as you. Throw yourself into her with your heart,
this is different than desire.Okay. Thank you.June 3, 2014This morning I was again, woken at
3:30 AM. The following dialogue occurred:Is this One?Yes.Is there a specific direction, or should
I ask?You may ask, although there is a plan.Let’s follow the plan. I am very groggy.Can we start
differently?NOTE – At this point, I had been woken up so many times, and sort of “taken
dictation” when I was, that I expected something similar. Some of these turned into the
Sovereignty Series; this day it was shared as a blog post. This was published that same day, on
my web site.How much your days complete themselves to your satisfaction and pleasure has
everything to do with your intent upon rising. Do not assume that a morning spent in a state of
sorrow or less than pleasant spirits will turn around on its own to be joyful. Mindfulness is key to
consciousness.We have heard this before. Tich Nhat Hanh writes about the joy found in every
moment in “The Miracle of Mindfulness”. It is a state of mind yielding much pleasure. To attain it
on a moment to moment basis demands vigilance. This may sound like a lot to do when in fact,
with awareness – it is a natural and constant effort.What life has presented us in every instance
is far more interesting than any self-absorption. We are, each of us, only too anxious to explain
and discuss the nuances of our lives to each other. This is polite conversation, discourse. This
is how we share and know each other.The saints and revered ones among us are known for not
much more than turning this around. In their company, conversation turns to you and the present
moment and whatever help can be offered – rather than hearing about them. A simple alteration
of focus and that shift becomes the basis for palpable compassion. This change of direction is
one available to each of us. Trust is key.Those who seem tireless in their dedication to service
share a basic belief; that the world will supply their needs – always. They do not need to tell you
about them, or describe their current state, as all is in a process of transition and adjustment,
and all is well.The state of mind available through this idea is one of consistent peace. Not
because their life is perfect, but because it is seen as so. You have no doubt heard the term
“acceptance” as key, perhaps wondering how that is possible when conditions, circumstances
and relationships are in upheaval. Acceptance does not mean passivity or lack of effort.
Acceptance in this context means seeing things as they are in each moment.It is action in that
moment that will yield desired outcomes. Neither complaints nor promises can do that – for they
deal with fiction and are not effective. Complaints affect nothing, they concern the past, a place
only as real as your thoughts about it. Promises too, concern a time that is not yet “real”.You’ve
heard that “your point of power is in the present”. This does not refer to 2014, June or even
today. This refers to each single moment. It is there where you choose, act, create and live your



life.Consciousness is not demanding, mystical or challenging. It is fun. Being present means
you get to enjoy each moment for the richness and wonder it offers. It is there you’ll discover the
life in each other and be replenished. We are never alone. You are surrounded with possibilities
in each instant.You’ve no doubt heard the line from the film – “You complete me”. In a sense, it is
more than that; “You ARE me” would be closer to truth. We cannot hope to live in a state of
Oneness by ourselves. We find in each other the complete story, our story – yours and
mine.Trust. The world exists because you believe it does. These words? You are talking to
yourself, perhaps nudging yourself a bit closer to your desired outcome. It’s all about you, you
know. The fact of our individuality is evidenced in this conflicting, contrasting sea of humanity.
The expression of our singularity is “I AM”.Who is this “I”? It is you. It is me. It is all of creation.
One force, moving through us, expressed brilliantly in each moment. Don’t miss it worrying
about what just happened or what may. Just be love. The power of creation rests there. Trust.
Focus. Be. June 16, 2014I would like to talk to someone who can help.I am here.Who is this “I”?It
is you. It is us. It is One. The energy you seek now is that of universal truth. It is that.Okay.What is
the reason for this continuing health saga? It is out of proportion and healing very, very slowly, if
at all.You must write only what words you hear as you hear them.Okay.This is a test for you
Ananada. A summoning of necessity. You wish to learn, to remember the art of manifestation, of
creation, of healing and transforming bodily conditions and situations. As this is so, you have
chosen now to use this situation to create.What you create and how will be immediately evident
to you. This is all about you. You’ve spent very much time focused on aging and loss, loss of
beauty and function. You understand it was self-done. Now you know, first hand.You know that
to speak of a condition with any sort of emotion is creative. You are angry that your mate did not
(redacted). Why? It is not his (redacted).You fill your head with him, wondering about his
(redacted).THIS IS TO YOUR DETRIMENT. LOVE IS NOT WORRY. WORRY IS FRUITLESS.If
you are to concern yourself with learning to create, you must do it alone and you must focus on it
and ONLY IT, always. This is the work of a GOD.THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE. YOU’VE COME TO
DEMONSTRATE TRUTH, WISDOM, AND MANIFESTATION. YOU’VE COME TO CREATE.
THIS IS FERTILE GROUND FOR LEARNING.LEARN.USE SOUNDS THAT SOOTHE AND
SET THE STAGE FOR CREATION OF ALL YOU DESIRE.DO IT.YOU KNOW HOW.IT IS ONLY
IN THE DOING THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE SATISFACTION. A GOD HAS NO ROOM FOR CO-
DEPENDENCE AND THOUGHTS OF WHAT OTHERS ARE CREATING.A GOD CREATES.
PERIOD.GO AHEAD. SET THE STAGE. See you healed and pain free.Are there any specific
techniques or visualizations I can utilize?Focus on the outcome. Sounds and thoughts are
creative Ananada. Thoughts and emotions are vibration – sound. Yours can create, yours do
create - precisely what you see and feel and intend and desire and believe.It is necessary now
for you to involve yourself permanently in your life. You have all the tools and the basics for a
healthy woman right here. Use them. You gave them to yourself.Speak only of positive.
Dispense with negative thoughts. If you are listening, set a perimeter around
yourself.CONSTANT VIGILANCE.These things can happen in a heartbeat but only after



attention, focus, determination and concentration. Visualize, visualize, visualize. All this is yours.
There are no accidents in timing.You have a lot of quiet time now and can focus on this. Let this
become the purpose of your days.Manifest, heal, create, build, BE – just exactly what you want.
It is yours. You have given it to yourself.Okay. Anything else?This is your power spot. Use it.Okay.
Thank you.August 3, 2014Can I speak with One?This is possible now, yes. What is it?It is the
Poser. Why wait two calendar years before forcing his exit? This is what GE has claimed you will
do, utilizing the Forces of One to do so.Is it possible for any 3D Being to command Poser’s exit?
Is it advisable?Creation exists as a force unto itself. It can be guided, and actually is guided, by
the will of Man, the FREE will of Man. While one Being may, in fact, shape and construct a world
of life to suit itself. It cannot do so without the consent of the world. There is a plan for the planet
you inhabit and it has incorporated the Poser. This is a Being, learning about life on a very great
scale, having impact on all of life as experienced by humans on earth today. The stories told over
and over in history incorporate this story. Part of the drama is hardship.The waiting you refer to is
not so much waiting as allowing – allowing for growth on both ends – mankind’s and the Poser’s.
It has room for interference and an advanced exit, for sure, as all things are permissible save the
destruction of Creation.What will be stopped is that progressive destruction. This does not mean
there is a definite destruction, but that if things do not change, destruction is inevitable. You are
one of the agents for change.“Is it possible for a command by a human to set up Poser’s exit?”
Most definitely, and all plans incorporate that potential outcome. Of utmost importance is intent
and life – that will be upheld regardless of timing or method.August 24, 2014(Note – This
summer (2014) I was obsessed with figuring out how to end the slavery experiment on the
planet. GE/The Guardian had told us that it could be as much as two years, or until the Fall of
2016, before a definitive end of it was seen. This felt unbearable, as many of us were sick, broke
and suffering for a myriad of reasons. I asked the same questions of different beings in multiple
ways and often! Once I “got” that this whole game was orchestrated, I was determined to devise
a way out for us.)“I’d like to speak to One.”Okay. What do you wish to speak about Sophia?I
would like to ask about all of it. About the Beings or aspects of Beings that I’ve been in contact
with, their leaving, how that impacts humanity and, mostly, why this experiment and the cabal is
allowed to continue for another two years, according to GE; when mankind’s choice is that it stop
and the control stop with it.You have chosen and impactful role in the future of mankind. It is true
that all of humanity shares in this role, yet much of humanity is unaware of the impact their
choices and fear and obedience makes. It gives permission, it allows.In creation of a free will
arena, allowing is everything and the most powerful emotional response.In fact, it has been so
very effective for the controllers as you can see the asleep majority refuse to “make waves” and
instead pay bills, obey the law and keep out of sight – thus “allowing”.A larger view of mankind,
held by the ones in charge, works very hard to see to it that the easier path, the path of allowing,
is always in their favor.Conversely, when a human, any human, wants to change or create
something, he’s been told it takes hard work, suffering and “going against the grain”. This is not
true.Life was and is meant to be easily accomplished. Setting and reaching goals is a natural



function of your every day.The only “grain” you go against is that of the controllers. Anyone with a
larger plan, one that encompasses you and your choices/your life, has been more interested in
that plan and thus you, for their own well-being. There is no form of ownership that is true. All are
equal.The Beings you’ve “spoken” with have different agendas for both speaking to you and
humanity. Their presence, if looked at as a whole and from a way’s back, is neither good nor
bad. It has been an experiment in creation for all beings.Drama and negative emotion have fed
the archons for eons. They are not new here. The suffering caused by the controllers causes
conflict, pain and increased/heightened emotional turmoil. This is food for the archons. So, the
working arrangement between the two groups, cabal and archons, works out.The departure of
them will only be for as long as mankind doesn’t pull them/ask them back. You or any one
person cannot, in truth, speak for mankind. Only the collective may speak for itself.It does, you
know. And that speaking is what creates all of life. Whether you agree with it or not, that is how it
works.The Beings you spoke to yesterday, whom you felt as HUGE Beings, are in fact powerful
Creator Gods. They will all subscribe to a policy of non-interference. Since you suggested their
departure, they may decide that their presence is no longer needed. They are not so much fed
by worship as challenge/life/creation. This race/mankind has been one of their projects, and
there will always be a “hand” extended to oversee its development. It is, with these beings, akin
to having children and the love is there for humanity.This experiment has a planned end date
because as a whole it will damage more than itself if allowed to go past that date.The Beings
running things, the cabal, are too, or as well interested in the betterment of society. Their
methods disregard the sanctity of life, and this will never truly “work” for the advancement in a
real sense, of any race.What must be clear by now is that all of creation has free will. You, being
a master, a human, and an inhabitant of the planet, have a bigger say in how this hoes than you
realize. It is not possible for you to overstep your bounds, because everyone enjoys free will,
even unaware. Life is a choice. Your participation is chosen as well as the level at which you
participate.By speaking to those you’ve engaged, you’ve changed your level of participation. It
is part of your own learning, creation. This is one of your reasons for being here.When you
understand, life continues, regardless of what happens here, you will detach ever further from
anger and pain, at injustice. This is a tricky position to hold because compassion is necessary in
order to encompass every element of true creation. This includes love.What the Poser and the
Archons do not experience is love. Both are powerful in their own right, yet missing a key
ingredient. The Beings you spoke to yesterday have the best interests of humanity at their
heart. What they don’t have though, is sovereignty, as a goal.This is because sovereignty is
something that must be self-accomplished. This experiment – growth, pain, control, hardship, in
order to reach for the light – has been only so effective. Mankind has, in so many cases, given up
rather than retain faith and intend to change things. It is unclear that mankind will, as a whole,
overthrow this controlling element, without help.
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Barbara C., “Include This Book in Your Reading List. For me this book was riveting and
meaningful at the deepest levels. Having read a lot of channeled information, these messages
felt very credible combined with the author's no nonsense approach to the beings' identities and
reasons for communicating. The conversations with the Imposter God were especially
interesting and not something I've come across before in quite this way. Its energy definitely
feels nonhuman and very stark in its stated purposes for involvement with this planet. The views
of a variety of additional entities are shared which are also fascinating. Be prepared to open
your mind to digest this material whatever your spiritual orientation. It's a journey well worth
taking to help us understand and create our ultimate destination!”

Duane Sickmann, “For Those that want a taste of what is coming. Sophia is a gifted writer and
has special abilities that she uses to bring us messages from outside of our realm, which is
about to open.So these nesssages are deeply appreciated by those of us that have a knowing,
of what is about to transpire!Thank You Sophia Love, your talents are appreciated more than you
know.”

Dan Barth, “Very good information and truth about the earth and humanity. I couldn't put this
down. Very good information and truth about the earth and humanity. Hold on to your hats! It will
be good!”

Dagney S. Walters, “I appreciated the knowledge and understanding I received from reading .... I
appreciated the knowledge and understanding I received from reading this book. Is there
another in the works covering 2016 into 2017?”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome and eye opening. What a great read. This book opened my
eyes to the many different expressions of life.Thank you Sophia for your work.”

Jann, “Amazing!!. This is an amazing book! I have not quite finished it yet, but am enjoying this
very much. It connects a lot of dots for me, but you must have an open mind. Thank you,
Sophia, for this beautiful book.  Well worth the price.”

The book by Sophia Love has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 21 people have provided feedback.
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